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Belgium is known around the world for many exquisite things, from diamonds and beers to the best 
chocolate on earth. We have a rich cultural and artistic heritage and at the same time are at the 
forefront of modern Europe with regard to trade and innovation.

Our furniture industry is a reflection of all these values. It is no surprise that the Belgian furniture 
sector is able to achieve such a high export quota, with discerning clients across Europe and around 
the entire world.

There are many reasons to choose Belgian furniture for the products alone. We can boast some of 
the most inspired and creative designers, along with highly skilled, expert craftspeople who are able 
to bring these visions to life. The materials and production techniques used are at the leading edge 
of technology. The range of furniture available from Belgian companies includes hand-crafted items 
and those made using state-of-the-art production techniques. From timeless, classic designs to the 
very latest artistic creations, the range of furniture available across this high valued Belgian industry 
is extremely impressive.

Belgian businesses realise however that making high quality products is just one aspect of their 
overall offer. This is why companies in our industry work hard to add value in every aspect of their 
service. Their aim is always to be the most flexible and consistent partner, with premium service and 
reliable logistic support for customers, wherever they may be in the world.

For this edition, we have divided the directory into six main categories: Design, Popular, Health Care, 
Sleep, Office and Bath/Kitchen/Tailor-Made. The perfect way for you to find the suppliers that are 
most relevant, according to the applications and styles you wish to source.

Every type of furniture can be found within this directory. There is an unparalleled range of choice 
for both indoor and outdoor use. Whether you are seeking furniture for a domestic setting, or for 
commercial and other public access buildings, we are sure you will find partner companies that are 
the best fit to meet your requirements.

Thank you for having both the excellent taste and commercial sense to choose a partnership with 
the Belgian furniture industry.

Kevin Snyders 
Director BelgoFurn
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DE EIKEN ZETEL NV 
AVANTI BY DEZ
Mandeweekgsen 76
9900 Eeklo
Belgium
T +32-9-3774511
F +32-9-3780079

&DEZ.
&DEZ.
Mandeweekgsen 76
9900 Eeklo
Belgium
T +32-9-3774511
M info@dez.be
W www.andez.be
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&dez. is a brand new design label 
created by De Eiken Zetel nv. The 
complete collection is designed in 
Belgium and consists of fully-fledged 
concepts consisting of sofas, cabinets, 
tables, chairs, carpets and home 
accessories. The label stands for 
contemporary furniture with a casual 
feeling. Dreaming in the dunes is the title 
of &dez’s very first collection. &dez wants 
to create a collection that makes people 
happy and makes people feel at home, 
not with clean lines but with cosiness 
and organic shapes. &dez does not focus 
high-end marked but wants to make 
design affordable for all kinds of people, 
different ages, cultures and interests. 
&dez represents a new generation of 
furniture. A clear link with the De Eiken 
Zetel roots, with a new look for a new 
generation in a changing world. 
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TURNING MIRRORS INTO ART
Deknudt Mirrors is synonymous with art. Not only does a mirror enlarge living space, but with 
the right frame and the right colour or shape it also ensures a perfect match with the rest 
of your interior. We create the most beautiful works of art and wall decorations that provide 
lasting added value in different styles.

For three generations, since 1946, Deknudt Mirrors has been the international brand in top-
quality decorative mirrors. In 2019, the third generation within the company took the helm. 
Jan Deknudt is now the proud CEO of the family business. Deknudt Mirrors is unique of its 
kind because it controls the entire production process. Does the customer want a larger 
mirror or one in a different color? No problem, because there is a collection that offers any 
customization, even for a single item. That is why Deknudt Mirrors are available throughout 
Europe and worldwide at premium furniture stores and interior design boutiques. Moreover, 
international top designers find their way to Deerlijk to execute their ideas. Our project 
department also ensures that the company supplies custom mirrors for both residential 
projects and for the hospitality sector with a widest possible range of styles and sizes.

Feel free to take a look at our user-friendly website that can help everyone to find the ideal 
mirror to complement their interior. We are delighted to welcome you in our brand new 
showroom to discover our new collections. For professionals only.

www.deknudtmirrors.com

DEKNUDT 
MIRRORS
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LUNA LIGHT DESIGNED BY STUDIO SEGERS
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OBU DESIGNED BY BEAVERHAUSEN
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SHOWROOM

INTEGRO @ HALEKULANI HAWAII

DEKNUDT MIRRORS
Kasteelstraat 10
B-8540 Deerlijk
T +32 (0) 56 735 511
@ contact@deknudtmirrors.com
W www.deknudtmirrors.com

Export: Judith De Meerschman
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DURLET
Durlet
Werkhuizenstraat 15
8870 Izegem
Belgium
@ info@durlet.be
W www.durlet.com
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Since the founding of the family business in 1966, Durlet 
has established its reputation as a manufacturer of durable, 
comfortable, design seating furniture. The collection consists of 
armchairs, sofas, chairs, recliners, benches and separate seating 
elements.

High-quality textiles and the best leathers are carefully 
processed with an eye for detail in the workshops in Izegem. 
Craftsmanship and modern technology go hand in hand, with 
unparalleled quality, and great flexibility as the end result.

Design for Durlet is not about following fashion or hypes, but 
is a motive and a business philosophy. Durlet has been working 
with internationally renowned designers for over 50 years. 
It consistently succeeds in translating their vision of seating 
furniture into contemporary, innovative and timeless designs. 
This resulted in several international nominations and awards. 
Durlet is also active on the contract market since the 1980s, 
resulting in cooperations with many well-respected names from 
the design and architecture world.
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ETHNICRAFT
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QUALITY WOODEN FURNITURE
For twenty five years, we have been creating authentic, contemporary and timeless furniture 
from solid wood. We believe in creating quality wooden furniture that lasts for generations and 
withstands trends. Our timeless designs are versatile and associate well with different styles, while 
our solid wood is strong and ages incredibly well with time. Outstanding craftsmanship is at the 
core of our brand, and behind the simplicity of our pieces lies a constant drive for innovation. 
Our company’s headquarters are situated in Boom, Antwerp and feature a 1.200 sqm showroom 
showcasing collections from furniture to accessories. Open to professionals only, the showroom 
welcomes retailers and distributors from all over the world, as well as architects in search of 
inspiration.
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ETHNICRAFT
Scheldeweg 5
B-2850 Boom
T +32 (0)3 443 01 00
@ info@ethnicraft.com
W www.ethnicraft.com
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Photographer: Jente Willems

Evolution 21
Wayenborgstraat 24-24a

2800 Mechelen
Belgium
T 015 313 363 
M 0032(0)486.781.110
@ info@kb-evolution21.com
 lauwrens@kb-evolution21.com
W www.kb-evolution21.com
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EVOLUTION21 – 
THE ART OF CREATION
Karine Bonjean made a name for herself as an interior designer, but noticed a few 
years ago that her real passion lays more in designing and creating unique and 
exclusive designs and started the now internationally operating Evolution21. With 
her unprecedented knowledge and unstoppable passion, Karine Bonjean creates 
homedesign with wonderful elegance and a mix of colors and contrasts. The quality 
company excels with high-quality furniture and fabrics with an artistic side and an 
ornate range of colors and designs.

EYE-CATCHING COLLECTION
Every object created by the Belgian designer is inspired by distant horizons and by her 
passion for interior art and creativity. A new vision of the decoration world for furniture 
and fabrics. This is based on craft and innovative techniques, a mix of prints, brilliant 
colors and materials. Evolution21’s versatile and eye-catching collection includes 
sofas, seats, ottomans, tables, chairs, carpets, fixtures, wallpaper, cushions, fabrics 
and plaids. Beauty and perfection down to the smallest detail. The creations are not 
only very comfortable, but also look graceful, while the cushions, plaids and wallpaper 
enrich and heat the interior.

Evolution21’s high end collection is only available through the exclusive furniture 
stores.

EVOLUTION 21
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”Designers should always have the ambition to change the 
world for the better,” is a quote from Dieter Rams, the founder 
of contemporary design. It is not surprising that a company 
led by a passionate designer makes choices that differ from 
a classic sales-driven organisation. Because Dirk Wynants is 
interested in all aspects of releasing his designs, this results in an 
exceptional synergy. 
Equally exceptional is the design methodology used, where the 
“why” is the starting point of every design.

Extremis was founded in 1994 by Dirk Wynants, who started off 
very small with only 1 design that he assembled himself in his 
summerhouse. He calls his collection designer furniture ‘Tools 
for Togetherness’ with an emphasis on human interaction, 
intelligent problem solving and sustainability, with the aim 
of improving quality of life. Extremis is based in Poperinge, 
Belgium. Their designer furniture is universally appreciated 
throughout the world.

EXTREMIS
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EXTREMIS
Couthoflaan 20b
B-8972 Poperinge, Belgium
T + 32 57 346020
@ info@extremis.com
W www.extremis.com
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GERLIN
Kwaplasstraat 75
B-8820 Torhout
T +32 (0) 50 22 14 48
@ info@gerlin.be

Export:
Kristof Hindryckx

MUUSZE BY 
GERLIN
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As a Belgian family business, the sofa 
manufacturer Gerlin has grown into 
a strong international player over the 
past 40 years and it now has multiple 
production facilities in Europe. In 
2017, Gerlin introduced the MUUSZE 
collection at the furniture fair in Brussels. 
In the meantime, this collection has 
been greatly expanded. The brand 
image is fashionable, sophisticated 
and international in character and is 
distinguished by an excellent price-
quality balance. Complete integration 
of the production process makes this 
possible. The possibilities within the 
collections are endless. The luxurious 
fabric and leather collection ranges from 
warm velvet, beautiful bouclés to vintage 
leather. The aim is to use creative styling, 
with self-invented combinations that are 
supported at the point of sale with the 
necessary marketing tools.
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INDERA
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MODULARITY & PERSONALITY
With Indera, the focus will always be on the users and their 
habits, in the design as well as in the development and 
production of our ultra-modular sofa’s. Through intense and 
inspiring cooperation with well-known designers surprising 
modular mechanisms are being developed. This extensive 
flexibility offers freedom to the user, as you can make up your 
own perfect and unique sofa. 

OUR FURNITURE IS MADE 
WITH LOVE SO FALL IN 
LOVE WITH IT
Our sofa’s combine strong design with solid seat comfort 
of the highest standard. The passion and craftsmanship are 
passed from generation to generation. INDERA is part of the 
Mecam-group, a Belgian family business that manufactures 
for more than 40 years upholstered furniture of the highest 
standard in Dilsen-Stokkem (Belgium). By doing this, we create 
beautiful and also long-lasting furniture for your living room. 
Contemporary furniture that grows with you and your family.

INDERA
Vilvertstraat 1
BE - 3650 Dilsen  
T +32 89 79 82 98
@ made@indera.be 
W www.indera.be
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JADIMEX

Jadimex bvba
Tiensesteensweg 225
3360 Lovenjoel
Belgium
T +32 16 46 19 61
@ info@jadimex.be
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Jadimex was founded in 1996 to meet the demand 
for sustainable garden wood. In the meantime, we 
have grown into a specialised wood wholesaler. 
Every year, we expand our range with new wood 
species and new products. Our priorities are not only 
sustainability and quality, but also the environment. 
This enables to offer also our exclusive FSC® certified 
Ash under the name Jadiwood.

Our table and chairs are produced in our own 
Jadiwood.
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Joli
Industrielaan 5
B-8520 Kuurne, Belgium
T +32 (0)56 37 27 16
@ info@joli.be
 
Mike Sartor
Export & Project Manager
T +32 470 98 35 60
@ mike@joli.be
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Joli is the brainchild of John Ghekiere. 
Since its inception, in 1996, Joli has been 
specializing in the production of metal, 
aluminum and stainless steel furniture as well 
as high-quality chairs.

Due to its comprehensive functionality and 
original design, our furniture finds its place 
both indoors and outdoors. Its durable 
qualities ensure that it is easy to maintain 
and capable of withstanding different types 
of weather. The modern character of our 
contemporary furniture effortlessly combines 
sleek design with warm cosiness.

JOLI
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JORI
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INNOVATIVE SEATING COMFORT SINCE 1963
Belgian company JORI creates perfect seating comfort. JORI has designed contemporary sofas, 
lounge & reclining chairs, chairs, tables and interior accessories since 1963. Each piece of furniture 
is created in close cooperation with international designers and is developed at our own workshop 
with the greatest care. JORI stands for 100% Belgian craftsmanship. Both our collections and custom 
furniture focus on a high-quality, honest selection of materials and a sublime finish. Our ambition is 
always your comfort.

JORI
Hoogweg 52
B-8940 Wervik
T +32 (0) 56 31 35 01
@ jori@jori.com
W www.jori.com
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LEDRO
 POWDER COATINGS

Saunaco

LEDRO POWDER COATINGS BV
Europark 2027
B-3530 Houthalen
T +32 (0)11 57 90 57
F +32 (0)11 57 90 50
@ info@ledro.eu
W www.ledro.eu
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Bulo

Vika

POWDER COATING 
IS A PRODUCT FOR 
THE FUTURE
Powder coating on MDF is increasingly finding 
its way into the interior design sector. Thanks 
to the good price/quality balance and scratch 
resistance, powder coating is a very worthy 
alternative to liquid coatings. The powder 
coating process is also 100% solvent-free, 
significantly more environmentally friendly 
than liquid coatings, and is therefore a green 
product. Designers like using our powder-
coated interior components in their designs 
because of the freedom of form: slots, 
recesses and contours are all possible. At Ledro 
you can find facades, floor-to-ceiling doors, 
desktops, decorative panels and customer-
specific solutions. We will transform your 
design into a beautifully finished product. Visit 
our website, www.ledro.eu, to find out what 
we can accomplish for our customers.
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Manufacturer creative of 
youth beds and children’s 
bedrooms.

Wide choice of finishes and 
tailor-made adaptations.

Truly designed and 
manufactured in Belgium.

CREATIONS  
FOR EVERY NURSERY
Creative and top-quality children’s beds and nurserys with 
their own unique style, ecological and sustainable: that’s the 
signature of Mathy by Bols, creative factory. 

Each collection has its own story. All furniture is manufactured 
in Belgium by experienced craftsmen who work closely with 
passionate designers. Each piece of furniture comes with a wide 
choice of finishes and customisations.

MATHY BY BOLS32
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Mathy by Bols sa
Chaussée de Roly, 26,
5660 Mariembourg, Belgium
T +32 (0) 60.31.30.30
@ info@mathy-by-bols.be
W www.mathy-by-bols.be
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MINTJENS
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ECO-FRIENDLY & 
FUNCTIONAL DESIGN
With its many years of experience and its clear vision of the 
future, Mintjens produces durable furniture of the highest 
quality. Its extensive export network makes Mintjens an 
international player with a comprehensive range of living, 
sleeping and home-office concepts. Both the bestselling Bloom 
as the 2020 Altura collection are refined living concepts, where 
the use of several noble materials such as wood, ceramics, glass 
and metal create an exciting mix of textures and colours. The 
award winning table concept Wings offers smart and functional 
working and dining solutions.
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MINTJENS
Meirenstraat 8
B-2390 Westmalle
T +32 (0) 33 100 700
@ km@mintjens.be
W www.mintjensgroup.com

Export: Guy Vermeeren
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MOOME

COMPACT AND 
AFFORDABLE 
BELGIAN DESIGN
MOOME stands for compact and affordable 
contemporary design  and offers both high 
quality design furniture and functional home 
accessories. MOOME targets a self-aware 
audience and offers high quality, quirky 
but timeless design. MOOME works with 
talented designer from Belgian and abroad 
and chooses both established names and 
young talents. The MOOME-collection is 
anything but mainstream and offers durable, 
flexible furniture and multifunctional home 
decoration that can be easily moved. A must 
for a practical modern-day interior! MOOME 
doesn’t compromise on comfort or quality 
in the production facility in Dilsen-Stokkem, 
Belgium.
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MOOME
Vilvertstraat 11
B-3650 Dilsen-Stokkem
T +32 (0) 89 79 82 98
@ made@moome.be
W www.moome.be
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ROOLF-LIVING
Wantestraat 16
8780 Oostrozebeke
Belgium

BE-0423 832 887

T +32 56 66 94 61
@ info@roolf-living.com
W www.roolf-living.com
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UNIQUE TEXTILE 
STRUCTURE
Indoor rugs, outdoor rugs and an extensive 
range of high-quality pouffes. Roolf Living 
has only been on the market for three years 
and already in the first year, the company was 
awarded for a German Red Dot Award. The 
products are manufactured in Oostrozebeke, 
Belgium. Thanks to the 100% thin-spun and 
UV-stabilised polypropylene, our fabrics are 
highly resistant to the sun and the rain. The 
textile structure is very thick and strong with 
as added value that it is also permeable to 
water. All pouffes can therefore also be used 
in the swimming pool. The fibres we use are 
also unique because they are multi-coloured, 
which gives that little extra effect. We strive to 
make our products look great!

ROOLF LIVING
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PASSE-PARTOUT
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LIFE HAS SO 
MUCH TO OFFER

Enjoy life, enjoy your sofa, enjoy 
Passe-Partout. Passe-Partout does not 
only stand for trendy sofas, beautiful 
fabrics, various combinations and 
affordable prices. Passe-Partout also 
means: enjoying yourself, experience, 
atmosphere, loyalty to stakeholders 
and most of all gratitude for everything 
life has to offer. That’s how we work at 
Passe- Partout and that’s how we live 
at Passe-Partout. It is something we all 
thing about but we cast aside because 
we think we are too busy. Companies 
or people who cannot work with our 
philosophy will never work profitably 
with Passe-Partout. It is not about ‘what’ 
we do, it is about ‘why’ we do it. Enjoy 
life, enjoy your sofa, enjoy Passe-Partout.
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PASSE-PARTOUT
Wilfordkaai 10 b/c
B-9140 Temse
T +32 (0) 38 89 20 68
@ info@passepartoutnv.be
W www.passepartoutnv.be
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ROYAL 
BOTANIA
OUTDOOR SPECIALISTS
Royal Botania designs and produces iconic, luxury outdoor furniture and lighting, for discerning clientele. 
Sleek, striking collections, both stylish and sustainable, for patios, poolsides, gardens and homes, using 
only the highest quality materials combined with top craftsmanship.

Each Royal Botania design is based on three key elements: aesthetics, ergonomics and engineering. 
They determine the DNA of every single concept of our trendsetting design. Blending these ingredients 
together, while fine-tuning their balance, is our basic recipe to produce the best in outdoor furniture 
design. 

With this formula and an eye for detail, our in-house design team, led by our founder Kris Van Puyvelde, 
has earned international appreciation and won multiple design awards on both sides of the Atlantic.
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ROYAL BOTANIA
Elsendonkstraat 146
B-2560 Nijlen
Belgium
T +32 (0) 3 411 22 85
@ info@royalbotania.com
W www.royalbotania.com
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SAUNACO
SAUNACO
Dijkstraat 7
B-3950 Bocholt
T +32 (0) 11 62 10 24
@ info@saunaco.com
W www.saunaco.com
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BELGIAN TOP 
DESIGN AND 
PRODUCTION
The collections Cas and Nyro combine 
the fine Belgian craftsmenship of Saunaco 
with the innovative design of Studio 
Segers. These lines are a guarantee for 
the best quality and authenticity in a 
geometric balance. Pure architectural 
basic shapes go hand in hand with a 
very fine high level finish, as for example 
warm oak details with scratch resistant 
powder coating. Saunaco’s furniture offers 
unlimited modularity; the customer builds 
the cabinets together like Lego blocks in 
different materials and colors. Everybody 
can create an unique construction 
according to their preference and 
adapted to the size of their living room. 
The furniture is supported by Furnplan’s 
software.
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THOTHEM

THOTHEM
Postbaan 75
B-2910 Essen
T +32 (0) 35 759 099
@ info@thothem.com
W www.thothem.com

Export:
Philip Thuys
Elke Theuns
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DESIGN BRAND THOTHEM
Thothem is a 100% Belgian design furniture brand. In the 
tables, closets, chairs and sofas, the solid oak’s energy meets 
the refined, sophisticated pure forms. The pieces are strongly 
present in the room, but never obtrusive. They fit in with various 
interior design styles and contexts.
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UNIC 
DESIGN

UNIC DESIGN
Gentstraat 101
B-8760 Meulebeke
Belgium
T +32 51 480 580
F +32 51 480 581
@ info@unicdesign.eu
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UNIQUE DESIGN IN 
METAL FRAMED FURNITURE
Unic Design specializes in furniture with metal components, such as tubular furniture. 
The company has already existed since more than 35 years and during this period 
the family business has learned to distinguish itself by offering exceptional products. 
Unic supplies products both for the residential and the contract market. Unic Design’s 
added value lies in product innovation combined with extraordinary service. Moreover, 
the designs can be significantly modified to suit every personal taste and environment.

HOME OF CREATIVITY
Unic Design carries ‘Home of Creativity’ as a base line. This creativity is expressed 
in various areas: responding to current trends with product design and a creative 
approach to the relationship with the customer. In collaboration with the customer, 
Unic Design strives to satisfy all customer expectations, both in the implementation of 
the product, its presentation and the service surrounding it.
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VINCENT 
SHEPPARD

VINCENT SHEPPARD
Industriepark 5
B-8587 Spiere
Belgium
T +32 (0) 56 46 11 11
@ info@vincentsheppard.com
W www.vincentsheppard.com
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WHEN ELEGANCE, 
DURABILITY AND 
COMFORT MEET
Vincent Sheppard has been designing and manufacturing 
indoor and outdoor furniture with exceptional seating comfort 
since 1992. The company is worldwide market leader in ‘Lloyd 
Loom’ furniture, a technique where kraft paper is twisted 
around a metal wire and woven into unique furniture pieces. 
Today, Vincent Sheppard furniture is exported to more than 50 
countries. Their headquarters are in Belgium, while their main 
production plant is located in Indonesia. Through the years, 
they have extended their product range with other natural and 
durable materials.

Moreover, Vincent Sheppard organizes its company with 
an ecological mindset and is very conscious about the 
consumption of resources. In 2013, they received the FSC-label 
by the Forest Stewardship Council: a symbol of environmental, 
social and economic sustainability. Their designs always start 
from the material and they aim to provide timeless, elegant 
designs with a surprising and modern touch. All designs 
combine beauty, quality and comfort. 57D
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GBO
 BY BAUWENS
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AFFORDABLE 
CONTEMPORARY 
FURNITURE
The Bauwens company is best known for its wide variety in 
its range of models. The range under the GBO brand includes 
dining rooms, bedrooms, seating and chairs. In recent years, 
particular attention has been paid to styling, new decors with 
embossed structures and special finishes. The result is a top-
quality product range that always takes into account a realistic 
price/quality balance. In addition, the company always ensures 
fast delivery.

BAUWENS
Nijverheidstraat 7
B-8730 Beernem
T +32 (0) 50 79 90 80
@ luc@bauwens.be
W www.bauwens.be

Export: Luc Vercruysse
luc@bauwens.be
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DE 
EIKEN 
ZETEL

DE EIKEN ZETEL NV
Mandeweekgsen 76
9900 Eeklo
Belgium
T +32-9-3774511
F +32-9-3780079
M info@dez.be
W www.dez.be
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60 YEARS OF D.E.Z.
The Eiken Zetel NV will celebrate its 60th anniversary in 2020 and in recent years has 
become a synonym for complete living concepts under the D.E.Z. brand. De Eiken 
Zetel started out as a manufacturer of oak seating furniture, but has undergone a 
radical transformation in recent years. D.E.Z. offers a complete designer range of 
modern furniture. The latest lifestyle design is called Mumbai. In addition, they can 
supply customers with different seating variations and recliners. The second and third 
generation of the family run the company now. We are renowned for our quality and 
service. You can buy our furniture with confidence. At D.E.Z. you have come to the 
right place.
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EVAN
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EVAN’S STRONG COLLECTION
The West Flemish Evan produces furniture in the middle price 
range. The manufacturer produces furniture for the living- and the 
bedroom and also for the teenage bedroom. All of this is finished 
with high-quality and carefully selected textured melamine foils. 
Exclusive foils are a strong argument for Evan, a company for 
which time has not stood still. Because of extensive automation 
the company is able to efficiently produce high-quality furniture. 
In short, Evan offers an excellent quality-price ratio for a strong 
product. Both Evan and Meubar have switched to two pioneering, 
innovative products. These are panels with a honeycomb structure 
and laser edges technology.

Evan is able to produce honeycomb panels with melamine top up 
to 10 cm thickness, with a panel weight comparable to a standard 
16 mm panel. With the laser technology dirty bonding is no longer 
a problem. Because of this the furniture’s look equals that of 
lacquered furniture. The company is the first in the world to offer 
these technologies. The manufacturer is currently rebuilding. Evan 
delivers quickly, exclusively and when required in small numbers, 
which eases the international orientation.
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EVAN
Albert 1 laan 29
B-8630 Veurne
T + 32 (0) 58 31 41 51
@ jeanclaude.neirynck@evan.be
W www.evan.be

Export: Jean-Claude Neirynck

For The Netherlands:
VDM Agenturen
Dubbelhof 120
NL-6715 EJ Ede
T +31 (0) 318 50 45 70
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HIMA
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EXCELLENT AND 
AFFORDABLE DESIGN
As a family company, upholstery manufacturer Hima is a strong 
player on the international field. Hima is able to guarantee an 
excellent quality-price ratio thanks to a full integration of its 
production process. It means the entire production chain, from 
reception of the order until the final delivery, is done by Hima’s 
staff. The possibilities of the Hima collection are almost endless. 
A wide range of models is practically custom made, in a fixed 
or corner set, with or without recliner options. All of this can be 
done in a wide range of fabrics, leather and imitation leather. 
Even a combination of different covers is possible. Moreover, 
there is much attention for POS-material and other forms of 
shops assistance.

HIMA
Makeveldstraat 7a
B-8610 Kortemark
T +32 (0) 51 56 79 01
@ sales@hima.be
W www.hima.be

Export: Kristof Hindryckx
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LIGNA

CONTEMPORARY AND  
AFFORDABLE DESIGN
Ligna is part of the Mecam Group. The brand stands for a 
contemporary collection of seating furniture in various styles 
and with a large choice in upholstery and elements. Everything 
is made on demand and Ligna guarantees a quick delivery. Meet 
Ligna at the trade fairs. It is a reliable address for affordable 
seating comfort.
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LIGNA
Vilvertstraat 11
B-3650 Dilsen-Stokkem
T +32 (0) 89 798 255
@ office@lignacollection.be
W www.lignacollection.be
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MDR
 BY BAUWENS
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PREMIUM BRAND
MDR is Bauwen’s premium brand. Bedrooms, dining areas and 
office suites are available in refined decors and contemporary 
designs. The outstanding user-friendliness, made possible by 
the use of the latest material techniques and carefully selected 
melamine decors, is particularly appreciated by our customers. 
The collection is supplied fully assembled or partly assembled in 
the case of bedrooms. The latest creations will be on display at 
the Cologne furniture fair.

BAUWENS
Nijverheidstraat 7
B-8730 Beernem
T +32 (0) 50 79 90 80
@ luc@bauwens.be
W www.bauwens.be
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RELIABLE PARTNER
Mecam’s collection consists of high quality, comfortable sofas and chairs for a 
large target audience. The range goes from contemporary classic to modern 
in fabric or leather. Each model has various options which makes Mecam an 
important partner to work with. Let yourself be surprised by the collection.
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MECAM
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MECAM
Vilvertstraat 11
B-3650 Dilsen-Stokkem
T +32 (0) 89 798 282
@ info@mecam.be
W www.mecam.be
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UP2DATE - MEDALOUNGER
Puursesteenweg 399
B-2880 Bornem
T +32 (0) 37 40 00 90
@ info@medalounger.com
W www.medalounger.com

Export: Bram Vandendriessche

UP2DATE - MEDALOUNGER
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OVER 60 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
The ‘Medalounger’ company is a family-owned business with over 60 years of 
experience producing high-quality furniture. Building on this rich history, our business 
aims for continuous improvement through fresh and innovative ideas. At Medalounger 
we passionately look for ways to create products that fulfil our customers’ needs, 
whilst maintaining a focus on reducing our environmental impact. It is this passion 
for furniture that has given Medalounger more than half a century of success and we 
embrace that in everything we do. Above all, at Medalounger we believe we should 
make a positive impact on everyone and everything connected to our business.
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MODULAX
UP2DATE - MEDALOUNGER
Puursesteenweg 399
B-2880 Bornem
T +32 (0) 37 40 00 90
@ info@medalounger.com
W www.medalounger.com

Export: Bram Vandendriessche
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MODULAX: PASSION FOR FURNITURE
 
Building on our rich history, we aim for continuous improvement through fresh and 
innovative ideas. At Medalounger we actively look for ways to create products that 
fulfil our customers’ needs, whilst maintaining a focus on reducing our environmental 
impact. To achieve this, we carefully manage every step of the production process. 
This begins with product design, which is led by Bram Vandendriessche, the 3rd 
generation in our family business, to production and assembly at our premises in 
China and Europe. It is this passion for furniture that has given Medalounger more 
than half a century of success and we embrace that in everything we do. Above 
all, at Medalounger we believe we should make a positive impact on everyone and 
everything connected to our business.
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MEUBAR

UNIQUE METHODS
Meubar is your strongest partner if it comes to 
commission orders. The manufacturer of affordable 
furniture has been able to specialise in custom orders 
due to radical changes and significant investments. 
Within Meubar’s price range this is unique. The 
company’s method allows for small stocks, which 
leaves Meubar ready and able to respond to the ever-
changing trends. It also allows for private labels, a 
true success story. Meubar is currently rebuilding. The 
manufacturer delivers quickly, exclusively and when 
required in small numbers, which eases the international 
orientation. In the past year Meubar has successfully 
introduced the option to already assemble the furniture 
at a small additional price. The customer can choose a 
pre-assembled or a prepacked version. Both Evan and 
Meubar have switched to two pioneering, innovative 
products. These are panels with a honeycomb structure 
and laser technology.
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MEUBAR
Industriestraat 9
B-8211 Aartrijke
T +32 (0) 50 22 04 04
@ jeanclaude.neirynck@meubar.be
W www.meubar.be

Export: Jean-Claude Neirynck

For The Netherlands:
VDM Agenturen
Dubbelhof 120
NL-6715 EJ Ede
T +31 (0) 318 50 45 70
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NEO-STYLE

AS COMFORTABLE AS A DOUGHNUT
Model Gitano by Neo-Style is a model that has 
the looks of a modern doughnut and is meant for 
those that enjoy relaxing and excellent comfort. 
The seat has 50 kg cold foam pillow, the back 
is made of 30kg cold foam and microfiber. That 
makes this couch or chair wonderful to just plop 
down on, to never get up again. This unknown 
comfort goes with a little extra folding, which 

gives the sofa its distinguished look. The sofa is 
just right, especially with the new leather options. 
The sofa is available in four widths (170, 190, 
210, 230) and high or low backs. A royal feet rest 
complements the picture. Gitano is also available 
as a recliner with three engines and an adjustable 
headrest and built-in battery. Have a seat and 
enjoy it!
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NEO-STYLE
Vilvertstraat 11
B-3650 Dilsen-Stokkem
T +32 (0) 89 798 260
@ sales@neostyle.be
W www.neostyle.be
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NEYT
Heistraat 12 
B-9080 Beervelde 
T +32 (0) 93 53 92 00 
@ info@neytfurniture.com 
W www.neytfurniture.com

Export: Sara Neyt
T +32 492 31 98 06
@ sn@neytfurniture.com

Benelux: Sheila Coussens 
@ sc@neytfurniture.com 
T +32 (0) 472 31 03 53

NEYT
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MODERN, CONTEMPORARY 
AND AFFORDABLE 
FLAT‑PACK FURNITURE
The new Largo office desk line, in melamine royal oak, is a 
range where the customer can choose between a desk with 
metal or wooden legs in three sizes. Elena, a new bedroom line 
in artisanal oak, is combined with a beautiful marble look. Jules 
is a contemporary and modern designed teenage bedroom in 
mineral oak with artis grey melamine. All our programmes strive 
for the highest quality. Neyt remains the designer and supplier 
of high quality and affordable flat-pack furniture.
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PERFECTA
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TUBULAR STEEL FURNITURE
Perfecta has been producing both lacquered and chrome-plated tubular steel 
furniture for the modern sector for more than fifty years. The fast and reliable 
delivery of chairs, tables and beds is their greatest strength. The products 
are used in the living environment (dining rooms, kitchens and bedrooms), 
catering facilities, communities and offices. The tabletops are available with 
HPL, Fenix or a Halifax topcoat. Most tables are available in different heights 
and with tabletop dimensions from 60 x 60 cm to 300 x 100 cm. The seats 
are available in fifty different shades of artificial leather and fabric. The 65 
cm bar stools are compatible with the 90 cm tables. The 80 cm bar stools 
are compatible with the 110 cm tables. The frames of most models of tables, 
chairs and beds can be supplied in no less than sixteen epoxy colours, in 
addition to chrome and satin chrome. Perfecta also has both single and double 
beds with sizes ranging from 90 cm to 180 cm.

PERFECTA
Baaigemstraat 154
B-9890 Gavere
T +32 (0) 93 84 25 41
@ sales@perfecta.be
W www.perfecta.be
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GROUNDBREAKING 
CONCEPTS TO 
MANUFACTURE 
UNDIVIDUALIZED SOFAS
ROM is Europe’s leading manufacturer for upholstered 
and custom-made furniture. For over 60 years, ROM 
has brought innovative concepts when it comes to 
upholstery. ROM’s products stand out because of the 
custom work, visualizations and 3D configuration that 
help the consumer choose the right piece of furniture 
as well as the use of modern techniques that ensure 
optimal comfort.

ROM
Industriestraße 38
B-4700 Eupen
T +32 (0) 87 59 59 59
F +32 (0) 87 59 59 55
@ sales@rom.be
W www.rom.be
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SLIDE 
FURNITURE
Slide Furniture
Schardouwstraat 8
8870 Izegem
Belgium
T +32 475 82 74 57
@ info@slidefurniture.com
W slidefurniture.com
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COMBINATION OF 
KNOWLEDGE AND 
EXPERIENCE

In Slide Furniture, Jürgen Decruy and 
Bram Vandendriessche have bundled their 
knowledge and years of experience in the 
furniture sector.

This expertise results in a beautiful 
collection of tables, coffee tables and chairs 
in durable materials and an excellent price/
quality ratio.

The complete collection is available from 
stock and can be delivered fast.
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THEUNS
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EXPERIENCED TRENDSETTER
Because of the combination of craftsmanship and the customer 
focus MTE has grown into a trendsetter when it comes to 
the production of solid oak wood furniture, and that for over 
85 years! The wood has undergone a special treatment and 
has been finished with a brush or scratch technique, which 
gives it a warm and deep structure. These extra steps in the 
production process are combined with contemporary colors. 
Every collection is very extensive; all the ingredients to make up 
a complete program are present. 

THEUNS
Postbaan 75
B-2910 Essen
T +32 (0) 36 700 020
@ info@theunsmte.be
W www.theunsmte.be

Export: Philip Thuys
philip@theunsmte.be

For The Netherlands:
Continue Meubelagenturen
Continue@planet.nl
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A CONTEMPORARY 
LOOK
Affordable and reliable quality. This 
is what seating manufacturer Varam 
promises. The wide collection consists 
of distinctive designs in recliners and 
sofas. Some things that Varam stands for: 
comfort, functions, modern, relaxing, 
quality, good price. Varam has over 
seventy years of experience under its 
belt. Varam’s seating has a contemporary 
look. The company shows itself in the 
commercial section of the market. The 
development takes place in Belgium, 
which guarantees a high level of service.

VARAM
Industrielaan 105
B-8930 Menen
T +32 (0) 56 51 13 75
@ info@varam.be
W www.varam.be

Export:
Alexander Vanraes
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VARAM
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VIPACK
DESIGN, 
PRODUCTION 
AND STOCK
Vipack is a company specialized in 
development and distribution of 
ready-to-assemble furniture for young 
people. The company is focusing 
exclusively on professional domestic 
and foreign b2b dealers. The strength 
of the company is the continuous 
development of new products, following 
today’s newest trends. This to offer a 
wide range of commercial products with 
a contemporary look at an affordable 
price. By keeping permanent stock level 
of all the products, Vipack guarantees 
a swift and punctual service to all their 
customers. Service is a major key to their 
success. All models have been registered. 
Vipack is an FSC certified company.
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VIPACK
Deken Debostraat 70a
B-8791 Beveren-Leie (Waregem)
T +32 (0) 56 323 079
@ info@vipack.be
W www.vipack.be
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Moments offers a wide collection of 
care furniture. Since 1935 we develop, 
manufacture, upholster and assemble 
all our seating furniture in Belgium. We 
believe that people are able to feel and 
experience that our furniture is made 
by passionate experts. Each piece is 
designed and manufactured with the 
utmost care, perfectly combining form 
and functionality. Our ergonomic design 
furniture provides a total experience. 
Delivering the highest level of comfort, 
tailored to the needs of users. They 
are made from high-grade sustainable 
materials. And last but not least: they 
look fantastic. Our stylish care relax 
chairs, heavy duty tables, ergonomic 
sofas and accessories strengthen the 
warm, cosy, hospitality feel of the 
interiors in which they are placed.

MOMENTS FURNITURE NV
Deefakkerstraat 2
B-8770 Ingelmunster
T +(32)(0)51 489258
@ info@momentsfurniture.com
W www.momentsfurniture.com
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MOMENTS 
FURNITURE
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OTIUM CARE
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CONFIGURE CARE 
SEATS YOURSELF
Mecam, the market leader in Benelux in the 
field of comfort seats for more than forty years 
supplies comfort seats for healthcare under the 
name of Otium care.

“This is a relatively young brand within the 
Mecam group and a unique concept,” says 
Christel Heymans, manager at Otium Care. “The 
models were developed by our R&D team in 
collaboration with a leading care home 
organisation. They were then tested for comfort 
by Happy Aging, which has mobilised more than 
thirty elderly people and caregivers. Wood.be 
did the technical tests and the Construction 
Confederation gave its opinion on the Universal 
Design. The care seats meet all ergonomic 
standards and other specific requirements: they 
are water-repellant, fire-retardant and 
odour-free in the event of ‘accidents’. In this 
way we want to relieve the client’s concerns by 
letting them follow their instincts when making 
a choice.”

What makes Otium Care seats special is that the 
customer can design them entirely according 
to their own wishes, from exact configuration 
to upholstery. Although Otium Care always 
delivers tailor-made solutions, it also has a 
few showrooms where it displays existing 
models, from classical to modern, as a source 
of inspiration. “Test models can always be 
requested,” says Heymans.

 

OTIUM CARE

Vilvertstraat 11
3650 Dilsen-Stokkem
T +32 (0)475 64 54 01
@ otiumcare@mecam.be
W www.otiumcare.be
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ACRO 
BEDDING

Acro Bedding
Nijverheidslaan 1577-1579,
B-3660 Oudsbergen,
Belgium
T +32 11 80 57 60
W www.acrobedding.com
 www.acrointerior.com
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MASTERLY BELGIAN CRAFTSMANSHIP

For more than 25 years, we have dreamed of letting as many people as possible 
enjoy the perfect night’s sleep. To this end, over the years, we have developed 
specific expertise based on craftsmanship, quality and customisation. Our permanent 
quality care and the search for the best materials in combination with the latest 
sleep innovations always ensure masterly Belgian craftsmanship. We firmly believe 
that listening to the customer’s needs and wishes can approach sleeping comfort to 
perfection. That is why we think it is vital to invest in craftsmanship and customisation 
with almost infinite adjustment possibilities. Professionals in our workshops supervise 
the production process from A to Z. In this way, we keep a finger on the pulse and 
guarantee the highest quality standard. All distributors of Acro bedding can always 
count on our drive and expert advice to achieve the best and sometimes even the 
impossible. To put it in the words of Walt Disney: ‘If you can dream it, you can do it. 
That is what everyone at Acro bedding strives for every day. That is our way of life... 
The Acro way of life.
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GBO
 BY BAUWENS

AFFORDABLE 
CONTEMPORARY FURNITURE
The Bauwens company is best known for its wide variety in its range of models. 
The range under the GBO brand includes dining rooms, bedrooms, seating and 
chairs. In recent years, particular attention has been paid to styling, new decors 
with embossed structures and special finishes. The result is a top-quality product 
range that always takes into account a realistic price/quality balance. In addition, 
the company always ensures fast delivery.
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BAUWENS
Nijverheidstraat 7
B-8730 Beernem
T +32 (0) 50 79 90 80
@ luc@bauwens.be
W www.bauwens.be

MDR
 BY BAUWENS

PREMIUM BRAND
MDR is Bauwen’s premium brand. Bedrooms, dining areas and 
office suites are available in refined decors and contemporary 
designs. The outstanding user-friendliness, made possible by 
the use of the latest material techniques and carefully selected 
melamine decors, is particularly appreciated by our customers. 
The collection is supplied fully assembled or partly assembled in 
the case of bedrooms. The latest creations will be on display at 
the Cologne furniture fair.
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The LS Bedding Group designs, fabricates and markets 
differentiated, high-quality and ergonomically safe sleep 
concepts and systems, offering an appropriate solution for 
specific target groups on the market of sleep comfort.

ERGOSLEEP
is a premium brand for personalized and ergonomical bedding 
systems (solutions), providing each individual a personal, 
healthy and ergonomically justified sleeping support (based on 
your SLEEP DNA®), through total and in time adjustability of the 
bedsystem / bedbase.

ERGOSLEEP
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LS Bedding Group
Bogaardestraat 228 b
B-9990 Maldegem (Belgium)
T +32 (0) 50 72 99 70
M info@lsbedding.com
W www.lsbedding.com
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KREAMAT
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Kreamat Original Beds
Caetsbeekstraat 10
B-3740 Bilzen (Belgium)
T +32 (0) 89 65 13 90
@ info@kreamat.be
W www.kreamat.be

WAKE UP WITH KREAMAT
For over 30 years Kreamat has been providing flexible sleep solutions to best 
match each customer’s individual sleeping requirements. Fully automated 
production and high-tech machines contribute to production efficiency. 
Kreamat also attaches considerable importance to sustainability and applies 
a process of “environmentally-friendly manufacturing”. Besides their studies 
and customer support Kreamat also manufactures their solutions (mattrasses, 
boxsprings…) in Belgium. Kreamat strives for continuous improvement both 
in production and supporting processes, with the aim of keeping quality, 
ergonomics, delivery performance etc. at the highest level. Supporting 
their achievements is a network of diverse technology partners. The human 
body lies behind all that is done. The purpose behind our creations? To give 
everyone a good sleeping position and a great night’s sleep. Thanks to the 
best support and a choice of high quality and durable materials. No bed is as 
individual as a Kreamat-bed!
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MAGNITUDE
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The LS Bedding Group designs, fabricates and markets 
differentiated, high-quality and ergonomically safe sleep 
concepts and systems, offering an appropriate solution for 
specific target groups on the market of sleep comfort.

MAGNITUDE
is a premium brand of a comprehensive, exclusive, handmade 
and modular Boxspring bedding programme offering the widest 
range of product combinations and accessories in order to 
inspire you to create your own personal sleepworld / dream 
bed.

LS Bedding Group
Bogaardestraat 228 b
B-9990 Maldegem (Belgium)
T +32 (0) 50 72 99 70
M info@lsbedding.com
W www.lsbedding.com
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MINTJENS 
SLEEPLINE
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MINTJENS
Meirenstraat 8
B-2390 Westmalle
T +32 (0) 33 100 700
@ km@mintjens.be
W www.mintjensgroup.com

Export: Guy Vermeeren

ELEGANT CURVES
The Rialto bedroom collection combines rich fabrics with the 
soft curves of wood. The shell-shaped headboard embraces 
the oak bed, creating a cosy cocoon. Rialto not only impresses 
with the materials used but also with its playful and functional 
accessory furniture. An elegant dressing table, a folding storage 
mirror and sleek chests of drawers complete this collection. All 
our Sleepline models can be perfectly integrated in our clever 
and extensive Multidressing concept.
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REVOR 
GROUP

HEALTHY AND 
QUALITY SLEEP
Revor Bedding is the brand of the Revor 
Group. The brand is positioned in the mid to 
high segment. The Revor Group has over 40 
years of experience in craftsmanship, they 
continuously studies products and trends and 
use high-end materials. All of this ensures the 
production of healthy and high quality beds. 
Not just the quality is essential, the looks also 
matters. Next to Revor Bedding, the group also 
has the brands Styldecor and Jaritex. Styldecor 
stands for high quality, handmade beds and 
mattresses, craftsmanship. The beds have a 
more classic style and look beautiful in the 
modern bedroom. Jaritex stands for beds in the 
qualitative mid segment. This is done under the 
brand name, but mostly under private label.
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REVOR GROUP
Noordlaan 2
B-8520 Kuurne
T +32 (0) 55 64 12 00
@ info@revorgroup.be
W www.revorgroup.com/nl
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VELDEMAN 
BEDDING

VELDEMAN BEDDING
Industrieweg-Noord 1155
B-3660 Opglabbeek
T +32 (0) 89 36 66 60
@ info@veldeman.com
W www.velda.net

Export: Kris Nouwen
Kris.nouwen@veldeman.com
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SOLID AND ELEGANT BOXSPRINGS
Veldeman Bedding has build a solid reputation in the past couple of years with the 
box spring collections Velda Metropolitan, Velda Classic and Versus. The sober 
styling, attention for detail and the wide rage of decorative fabrics are appreciated by 
the consumer. The numerous dealers and bedding companies see the high quality 
finishing, the quick delivery and the reliable service as true trademarks for Velda. This 
year the emphasis has been on the technological developments of Fly and Finesse. 
Fly stands for innovative Belgian design which shows that a box spring can be both 
sturdy and elegant. Because of the floating construction the maintenance is easy. The 
Finesse does justice to its name and marks the start of a new generation of comfort. 
This stands for exceptional design and smart technology. This is not a box spring, this 
is a dream…
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DRISAG
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TURNING WORKPLACES INTO 
PLACES THAT WORK
Drisag is a family-run  business celebrating its 50th anniversary this year. Since 1970 
they have facilitated offices for private companies and government institutions. 
Throughout the years, Drisag has evolved along with the latest trends and has become 
an expert in creating inspiring interior concepts, from workplace to lunch room and 
reception area. In addition, the company keeps  its ecological footprint small. Drisag’s 
furniture is handcrafted by craftsmen and women in Herentals, Belgium. The products 
don’t travel around the world, but simply come from your own backyard. In short, this 
company provides job satisfaction and cares about our planet.

Are you looking for your perfect solution? Our experts create the best working 
environment fit for you. Let’s talk.
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DRISAG Office Inspirators
Diamantstraat 4-8
2200 Herentals
Belgium
T +32 (0) 1423 1111
@ welcome@drisag.be
W www.drisag.be
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MDR ACCESS
 BY BAUWENS

BAUWENS
Nijverheidstraat 7
B-8730 Beernem
T +32 (0) 50 79 90 80
@ luc@bauwens.be
W www.bauwens.be
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ACCESS is the brand new office solution from MDR.

MDR’s lifeblood is always based on flexible, quality office solutions in 
contemporary decors with numerous possibilities.
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GROUP 
DE KEYZER

Group De Keyzer is a leading Belgian manufacturer of 
innovative kitchen and bathroom fittings and fixtures. Since 
1972, we have been supplying highly personalised top-quality 
furniture solutions under the “De Keyzer” and “Alke” brands from 
our highly automated factory in Menen (South-West Flanders) 
that reflect the individual style of owners of private kitchens and 
bathrooms.
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CREATIVITY AND 
INNOVATION ARE 
THE LIFEBLOOD 
OF OUR FAMILY 
BUSINESS
For more than forty years, DE KEYZER 
has been offering individual solutions 
for the furnishing of private homes 
to consumers who are only satisfied 
with ultimate and highly personalized 
comfort. With a great deal of enthusiasm, 
we also provide complete interior 
design solutions, traditional and modern 
kitchens, custom cabinets and dressing 
tables, always finished to perfection.

ALKE also has a long history of 
remarkable bathroom furniture 
concepts, including its recent “Designers 
Collection”, and the Smart- and ME2-
mirror (a world innovation that makes 
it possible to see the front and back of 
the upper body simultaneously and very 
comfortably with a mirror cabinet). ALKE 
is currently distributed via the premium 
sanitary specialist trade, including in 
Benelux and Switzerland.

GROUP DE KEYZER BVBA
Industrielaan 55
B-8930 Menen
T +32/56521350
@ info@dekeyzer.be
W www.dekeyzer.be
W www.alke.be
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- DON’T IMAGINE, JUST CREATE  
YOUR OWN PERFECT BATHROOM -

GROUP SLEURS
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Group Sleurs is a Belgium-based family 
enterprise where craftsmanship plays a 
central role. With the aid of a modern 
production unit we deliver a quality 
product with a contemporary design.

Keeping both design and manufacturing 
in house we can create a range of 
bathroom furniture which offers a 
nearly endless number of combinations. 
Especially our wide variety of washbasins 
in different finishes and sizes are a major 
advantage in finding a suitable style.  
Your choice can then be completed with 
a range of mirrors, cabinets, lighting and 
other elements.

GROUP SLEURS
Kaulillerweg 159
B-3950 Bocholt 

T +32 (0)89 460 990
M info@groupsleurs.be
W www.groupsleurs.be
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KINNO
KITCHENS + CABINETS
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Kitchens for the project market

‘THE KITCHEN IS WHAT YOU BAKE OF IT’
Kinno is a manufacturer of kitchens and interior cabinets, designed for the project market. Kinno cabinets 
have a place in every apartment, project, social housing facility or public space. They offer interior 
solutions throughout the home and guarantee quality storage space. Kinno is synonymous with prompt 
service & delivery, customisation, trend collections and 50 years of experience. Made in Belgium and with 
an excellent price-quality balance. 
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KINNO
Europark 2027 
3530 Houthalen
Belgium
T +32 (0) 11 57 90 40
@ hello@kinno.be
W www.kinno.be
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NEVES
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PROFESSIONALISM DOWN 
TO THE LAST MILLIMETRE
Neves is the Belgian manufacturer of made-to-measure walk-in 
closets, built-in cabinets, wall units and sliding doors. Always 
perfect made to measure. With creative and personalised 
solutions, Neves provides you with the freedom to design any 
space exactly the way you want it. From the entrance hall to the 
roof in every home, flat or office. Neves does not think in 3D 
but in 4D: our made-to-measure wardrobes and sliding doors 
adapt to everyone’s taste and space, not the other way round.

STRONGER TOGETHER
Customisation is a craft that requires many hands. That is why 
Neves works together with local partners. Shops, carpenters, 
installers, interior designers, ...: driven professionals who strive 
for made-to-measure work. Neves shares its knowledge and 
expertise with them. For more than 30 years. This makes 
working together fast, easy & fun: cooperation with a smile.

NEVES
Ten Beukeboom 26
BE-9400 Appelterre-Eichem
(Ninove)
@ info@neves.be
W www.neves.be
T 054 32 92 52
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VIKA 
BATHROOMS
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‘MORE THAN JUST  
A PLACE TO WASH’
Vika bathroom furnishings stand out thanks to their durability, 
wide range, good price and customisation possibilities. We have 
furniture in all sizes and colours. For example, we have solutions 
for small bathrooms, while our practical furniture offers a lot of 
storage space. But Vika is also the right place to be for larger 
layouts. As a manufacturer, we closely follow trends in the 
interior design market, with a team of experienced employees. 
We also work in collaboration with external designers to create 
our collections. As Vika makes kitchens and other interior 
cabinets in addition to bathroom cabinets, the chosen style 
can be extended throughout the entire home. This ensures 
harmony and well thought-out consistency in the interior. This 
is an asset that is particularly appreciated by interior designers 
and our customers.

VIKA NV
Drieslaan 39
8560 Gullegem
Belgium
T +32 (0)56 433 733
F +32 (0)56 433 734
@ nv@vika.be
W www.vika.be
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VIKA 
KITCHENS
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TAILOR-MADE 
KITCHENS
At Vika Kitchens, we offer made-to-
measure kitchens. We are specialists in 
both handleless kitchens and kitchens 
with grip. You can choose from more 
than 50 standard colors for both the 
outside as the inside of the cabinets. 
We use melamine, laminate, veneer, 
solid wood, wet lacquer, and powder 
coating. All our cabinet components are 
seamlessly trimmed with laser tape and 
have therefore no visible adhesive joint. 
Next to kitchens Vika also manufactures 
bathroom cabinets and other interior 
cabinets, so the chosen style can be 
implemented throughout the home. This 
provides harmony and a well-considered 
coherence in the entire interior.

VIKA NV
Drieslaan 39
8560 Gullegem
Belgium
T +32 (0)56 433 733
F +32 (0)56 433 734
@ nv@vika.be
W www.vika.be
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BRUSSELS 
FURNITURE FAIR

7 - 10 NOV 2021
BRUSSELS EXPO  -  
WWW.FURNITUREFAIRBRUSSELS.BE
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BELGOFURN - FEDUSTRIA 
Belgian furniture export association

info@belgofurn.com 
www.belgofurn.com 
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